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Welcome to the
5th Bedfordshire International
Systemic Practice & Research School
The Bedfordshire International Systemic Practice & Research School is a special
blend of sharing learning. It is a daring space where people can experiment with
form and content, for new joining edge theories and practices. By being here, you
are part of this movement. Please take this time to listen to yourself and work out
what you need from this summer school. We invite you to look into the relational
spaces between us and around us and see what you can see, consider what you
can offer others, how you can respond with care and honesty. Enjoy the
landscape, the air, the people, the opportunity to respond to the invitations and
offerings in this programme.
Looking forward to time with you…

The Systemic Leadership Team
Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice
University of Bedfordshire
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Wednesday 12th June
WHEN

WHAT

WHO

WHERE

7.30 – 8.00

Meditation

Imelda McCarthy

Founders

9.00 – 10.30

Welcome to the Summer School
Opening dialogues
Systemic Re-visioning

The Bar
Gail Simon

10.30 – 11.00

BREAK

11.00 – 13.00

Living Intersectionality: Remaking
our gender and its intersections or
The perplexing im/possibilities of a
genderless world?

13.00 – 14.00

LUNCH

14.00 – 17.00

Warm Data Lab

17.00 – 17.30

FREE TIME

17.30 – 18.30

Drinks Reception on the lawn hosted by Imelda McCarthy

18.30 onwards

FREE TIME

Amanda
Middleton

The Bar

Nora Bateson

The Bar
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Thursday 13th June
WHEN

WHAT

WHO

WHERE

7.30 - 8.00

Meditation

Imelda McCarthy

Founders

07.00 – 8.30

Canoeing

Brathay Staff

Boathouse

09.00 – 10.00

Afrofuturism: Finding other colours
on the reading list

Julia Jude

Founders

1.5 Order Therapy

Ged Smith

Coleridge

Workshops

The Systemic Vision of Beatrix Potter Gail Simon

Wordsworth

10.15 – 11.15

Do Bodies Reflect

Justine van Lawick

Founders

Workshops

The Ancestral Journey through a
Systemic Constellations Lens

Sonya WelchMoring

Coleridge

The mystery of entanglement
between theories and practices

Chiara Santin

Wordsworth
and The Yurt

Maimunah Mosli

Founders

11.15 – 11.45

BREAK

12.00 – 13.00

Patterned by Patterns

Workshops

Otherness, being with and becoming Maeve Dwan

Coleridge

The dramatic qualities and new
materialism

The Theatre

13.00 – 14.00

LUNCH

14.00 – 17.30

A Diffractive Performance
(See programme for details)
Interval at 15.30
What matter matters?

Mark Huhnen

The Theatre

Wanda Pillow

Creating new systemic practice: A Systemic Circus
19.00

Dinner

Dining Room
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Friday 14th June
WHEN

WHAT

07.15 – 10.30

Visit to Castlerigg Stone Circle

10.30 – 11.00

BREAK

11.00 – 12.00

Research as Resistance: A Bridge(d)
too far: Post-doctoral reflections

Workshops

WHO

WHERE
Meet in front
car park

Leah Salter

The Bar

Meeting Karen Barad an eighth of the Donna Wright
way

Founders

Our words in the world: relational
space between humans &
environment

Marilena
Karamatsouki

Coleridge

Peace - A different agenda and a
different order of change?

David Bishop

Wordsworth

12.00 – 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 – 14.00

Witnessing and Mattering

Wanda Pillow

Founders

Workshops

Intersectionality as a therapeutic/
research device: Images, Metaphors
and Questions.

Amanda
Middleton

Coleridge

Transcontextuality

Nora Bateson

The Bar

14.00 – 14.15

TEA BREAK

14.15 – 16.00

Closing session with Imelda McCarthy
Part 1: Living what matters systemically
Part 2: Why we do what we do

16.00

FINISH

The Bar
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Meditation

7.30am – 8am on Wednesday and Thursday in Founders
Friday at Castlerigg Stone Circle.

Dinner at Brathay Hall

We are pleased to be able to offer the very
best of Bradford cuisine on Thursday 19.00
in the dining room. Bring beer if you want.
We will supply wine.

Canoeing

7am – 8.30am Thursday
Sign up in the hallway. Be
on time for the health and
safety briefing by the
boathouse.
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A Diffractive Performance - Programme and Notes
Science was never innocent. This performative assemblage of readings constitutes a staged
invitation for us to think about relationships, theory, consequences for people and planet, profit
and power.
We start in an imagined present day with Danish quantum physicist, Nils Bohr and his old student,
the German quantum physicist, Werner Heisenberg revisiting an actual meeting in 1941 in
Copenhagen. They revisit their relationship and their theories in the presence of Margrethe Bohr,
Nils Bohr’s wife who has witnessed their professional development and arguments over time.
These are performative readings of excerpts of from Michael Frayn’s play Copenhagen which
explores understandings of theory as relational activity amongst many other things.
These excerpts from the play have been selected to correspond with quotes from the leading
contemporary physics philosopher, Karen Barad, author of Meeting the Universe Halfway in
which she discusses the play Copenhagen. The quotes from Barad’s book have been selected by
Wanda Pillow.
The performative readings are punctuated with words by Cathy Richardson/ Kinewesquao, a
Métis family therapist from one of her papers. (www.murmurations.cloud)
Wanda Pillow will give a presentation “What matter matters?” after the performative readings
outlining her critique of Barad’s ideas.
After the interval we will have a discussion of these ideas and go on to consider how we can apply
or adapt any of these ideas for our practice. The Systemic Circus is an opportunity to demonstrate
these possibilities to each other.
Cast of Characters
Cathy Richardson/Kinewesquao

read by Liz Day

Niels Bohr

read by Mark Huhnen

Margrethe Bohr

read by Justine van Lawick

Werner Heisenberg

read by Robert van Hennik

Karen Barad

read by Leah Salter

Wanda Pillow

presenting “What matter matters?”
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PEOPLE AND PRESENTATIONS
Amanda Middleton
I am a cis queer white antipodean woman, and a member of
LGBTQ communities since coming out as a mouthy activist in
my teenage years. I am passionate about putting queer lives
at the centre of knowledge making, and have been this way
for more than 20 years now. Loads of my life has attuned me
to be especially interested in power; being a curvy, immigrant,
queer woman from a rural back ground who obsessively
immerses herself in queer theory as a survival skill are just
some of those provocations. I lay awake at night wondering
how queer folks can reshape our relationship to power,
respond to oppressive forces by taking up space with our
queerest magnificences and most creative acts of
resistance. Qualifying as a psychologist in Australia and then
a systemic psychotherapist in the UK, I have specialised in working with LGBTQ couples and
families, as well as people who use substances and experience trauma. My practice home is The
Pink Practice, a LGBTQI systemic therapy organisation and I deliver training for therapists and
counsellors at Gendered Intelligence, a charity for transgender people, their families and
communities. I teach at various psychotherapy training schools and offer supervision. My
favourite things in 2019 so far are my dog, vegan ice cream, monochrome dresses and Jacinda
Arden. amanda@pinkpractice.co.uk
Opening Plenary: Living Intersectionality: Remaking our gender and its intersections or The
perplexing im/possibilities of a genderless world?
The theory of intersectionality has had a slow uptake across our fields of enquiry. It evades
definition as much as it clearly illustrates a useful method to unpick how we are both privileged
and oppressed simultaneously through our experiences of relationships and context. In this
workshop our lived experiences will be used to enquire of theory’s usefulness for exploring how
power is transmuted in the space between us and our contexts. With a particular focus on
exploring our gender as it intertwines with our sexuality, and is underpinned by assumptions of
biological sex, we are invited to discover how gender shapes who we are and what might come
of moving beyond binary notions. What other ideas about gender could help us navigate
ourselves, relationships in practice and research. We will lose our gender/s, repurpose and
remake them before folding back in the other important locations of self we hold. Using our
experiences in the workshop to then question our theories of gender and sexuality, and further
queer our notions of who we are.
Friday Workshop:
Intersectionality as a therapeutic/ research device: Images, Metaphors and Questions
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Chiara Santin
I’m a systemic and family therapist since birth!
I’m passionate about writing, nature and working
across professional boundaries. I have a systemic
consultation and training practice in Brighton,
Rainbow Family Therapy Practices.
rainbow.ltd@btinternet.com

The mystery of entanglement between theories and practices
An invitation: What if we were to develop theories out of our practices? I would like you to be
inspired by nature to reflect on your therapeutic practice and identify some special moments.
What practices and ways of being have become embedded in what you do? Find a buddy with
whom to go out in nature and reflect on your ways of being with clients and develop theories out
of your practice. Inspired by contemporary philosopher Karen Barad I will present some examples
of therapeutic dialogues to re-define therapy and make links between practices and theories. We
will share our reflections on their mysterious entanglement and the art of shaping and re-shaping
ourselves, relationships and professional practices.
David Bishop
I work as a systemic psychotherapist in an adult eating
disorder service in Staffordshire and Shropshire. And I
am in the fourth year on the doctoral programme.
Outside of work I love spending time with family, the
outdoors, hiking, mountain biking, dancing, Tai Kwon
Do… and being still! david.bishop@study.beds.ac.uk
Peace - A different agenda and a different order of
change?
I have a long-standing curiosity to explore differences
that may make a difference for those for whom the best
NICE evidence-based interventions appear impotent.
Consequently, I have been integrating several
innovative mindfulness-informed ways of working
within my systemic practice for many years. Outcomes
are exciting … and intriguing. The defined problems that I am working with include anorexia and
bulimia nervosa, personality disorders, depression and anxiety, PTSD, and addictions. I would like
to read/perform stories and vignettes from my research (relational ethnography). These are
stories from the therapy room that I think may represent a very different order of change. And I
would like to hear how these stories may connect with you … and explore connections to existing
theory and research. Second order change “entails a shift, a jump, a discontinuity or
transformation - in a word, a change – of the greatest theoretical and practical importance”. Such
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change (from a first order perspective) may appear “crazy … illogical … paradoxical” … and as
Watzlawick et al said, “may even appear attributable to acts of grace”. So how about third order
change? What might that look like? Come and join a story and a conversation …
Donna Wright
I’m a Twin, a Friendly Northern Lass, and a crafter. I came to
London 14 years ago and currently work in London as a family
therapist in Child Protection and signed up to the Reading Group
Seminars last year. The reading seminars have sparked my
interested and engagement with new ideas evolving in the
systemic field and I’d like to share a part of that with you.
Donna.Wright2@lbhf.gov.uk

Meeting Karen Barad an eighth of the way
To start the workshop I will be presenting a reflective written piece on my experience of reading
Karen Barad’s book ‘Meeting the Universe Half-way’. I will be providing quotes from the book
and divide the audience in to small groups to reflect on what I presented and what interested
them in what I shared and then explore the quotes. Finishing with each group sharing their
learning, themes and what was explored with the other groups.
Gail Simon
I’m worried about the future but enjoying the
present. My European Jewish heritage, and
being a social activist lesbian feminist like
many Jewish women makes me wonder what
people were discussing and doing in the 1920s
and 30s. I notice a decline in butterflies and
find plastic waste everywhere. I’m not always
sure where best to put my attention. For now,
emphasising and encouraging new systemic
connections and theory and practice feels a
good thing to do. So I enjoy my work leading the Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice at
the University of Bedfordshire and am inspired by the role of Editor for the new Murmurations:
Journal of Transformative Systemic Practice and I continue, to a lesser degree, conversations
within The Pink Practice. And I so appreciate the communities of practice that spring up with such
enthusiasm in response to invitations. And I am so relieved to hear young people speaking out,
taking action. Life continues.
The Systemic Vision of Beatrix Potter
Down the road in Ambleside at the Armitt Museum, there is a collection of pencil and ink
drawings of fungi and lichen by Beatrix Potter which she bequeathed to this Lakeland heritage
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centre founded by three sisters. There is probably no irony in Beatrix trusting these women
curators to appreciate and look after her work. And it was work - it wasn’t a hobby - work which
was not taken seriously and excluded by the male scientists at the time. There are other stories
to tell about her systemic vision, her influence on conservation, connecting micro-organisms with
the wider ecology of the Lakeland landscape. We can use the grounds around Brathay Hall to
explore some of what Beatrix was fascinated by and consider her systemic envisioning.
Ged Smith
I work as a family therapist with two NHS Trusts in
Merseyside, working in both children's and adult
services. I am particularly interested in aspects of
power and language, as well as masculinity which
was the subject of my doctorate. Out of work, I
like spending time with my four children,
travelling, playing guitar and golf but not at the
same time, and supporting Liverpool FC.
ged59@hotmail.com
1.5 Order Therapy
In this presentation/workshop I will be talking about my developments in synthesising First and
Second Order Family Systemic Therapy Practices, and balancing the tensions between both. This
will involve exploring the shifts from the earlier practices of adopting an “Expert Stance” and
doing therapy to people, to the more collaborative practices of engaging in therapy with people.
This calls to mind Shotter’s distinctions of “Withness and Aboutness.” Related to this is the
journey of the therapist towards greater experience, confidence and expertise, and the moments
of quasi-clarity which elicit statements rather than the more traditional systemic practices of
asking questions. I will seek to explore, through dialogical engagement with delegates, the
dilemmas we face when we feel ourselves to be drifting into a position of knowing, while
struggling to remain not-knowing and curious.
Julia Jude
I am of African Caribbean heritage, and work as
a lecturer at Goldsmiths, part of the University
of London. I also am a doctoral supervisor on the
Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice, a
systemic therapist and group psychotherapist. I
have an interest in indigenous practice and
ideas, and the interconnectivity of race, culture
and gender and their ability to produce and
perpetuate systems of oppression. When I'm
not immersed in the above, I enjoy walking,
running, gardening, music, art, fundraising. I’m
involved in local community activities and I still
enjoy a dance or two on the dance floor.
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Afrofuturism: Finding other colours on the reading list
I invite you to join me in an experiential session where we will explore and play with the ideas of
Afrofuturism. The ability to create therapeutic stories about self and others does not come in one
size. I share my experience of using Afrofuturism as a therapeutic frame for creating empty
spaces to re-imaging alternative therapeutic narrative. j.jude@gold.ac.uk
Imelda McCarthy
I work as a systemic therapist and supervisor at the
Fifth Province Centre in Dublin. In addition to
therapy and supervision I facilitate a weekly
meditation group and individual or group
conversations on consciousness (social-spiritual)
development. In the academic and therapy fields, I
have affiliations with the MSc in Systemic Therapy
at University College Dublin, University of
Bedfordshire Doctoral Programme in Systemic
Practice, International Bateson Institute, TAOS
Institute PhD Programme, the Houston Galveston
Institute, the G & I Institute (Czech Republic)
together with Clanwilliam Institute and Hesed
House (Dublin). My writings on the Fifth Province
have been published and presented in over twenty
countries and translated into nine languages and I still moderate the Fifth Province Facebook
page. I am one of the co-founders of the Family Therapy Association of Ireland and of the first
family therapy training programme in Ireland. I am on the editorial boards of Murmurations:
Journal of Transformative Systemic Practice, Journal of Family Therapy, Human Systems, the
Journal of Community Work and Narrative Therapy, and the International Journal of Dialogical
and Collaborative Practices. I have co-edited three books: firstly, Irish Family Studies, secondly
with Carmel Flaskas and Jim Sheehan, “Hope and Despair in Narrative and Family Therapy” and
thirdly, with Gail Simon, “Systemic Therapy as Transformative Practice”. I recently enjoyed a
festschrift in my honour at the University of Bedfordshire and am still recovering from
it! www.imeldamccarthy.net. imeldamccarthy46@gmail.com
Justine van Lawick
As a child I rescued plants and talked with dogs and horses
As a student I became a political activist
As a psychologist I was fascinated by family therapy
I found my professional home in systemic practices
I co-founded the Lorentzhuis to create a healthy context for this practices
I found pleasure in doing therapies, teaching, writing and developing
High conflict and violence always was and is in my attention
Children are with me and in me
Practitioner research is opening up new landscapes
I find myself rescuing plants again
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Do bodies reflect?
“Diffraction as a way to illuminate the complexity of the
always/already entangled processes of dis/continuous
becomings that make up what we are used to calling
‘world’” (Thiele, 2014, p.207)
Reflexivity and reflections are mostly connected to words,
language, mind. Humans are nature, our bodies are in
constant relation and intra-action (Barad) with other
humans, animals, plants, non-humans. What does that
mean for systemic practices? How can we involve bodies
and performance in our practices? How do we come from
interaction to diffraction? In this presentation / workshop
I want to do a short presentation (including a short video),
do some exercises and have a performative-dialogue with
the participants.
j.vanlawick@lorentzhuis.nl

Leah Salter
I am a “newly fledged” doctoral researcher,
though practice based research has been part
of my systemic repertoire for many years, semihidden. I am interested in how research and
other systemic practices can be overt modes of
resistance to forms of oppression. I now
supervise on the Professional Doctorate in
Systemic Practice. leah.salter@beds.ac.uk

Research as Resistence: A Bridge(d) too far. Performing post-doctoral reflections
I am offering up (and opening up) reflections on and after writing a thesis, becoming a doctor,
entering into the academic arena, crossing all kinds of new and strange bridges, generating all
sorts of becomings. The basis is a mini performance, semi-scripted but open to develop as it
comes to life. Following this will be space to reflect on the themes that emerge, to share ideas
and consider the opportunities that arise from (for example).
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Maeve Dwan
I am Irish and Celtic in my heart. I think there is nothing
better than laughing in life. I try to speak my truth and
to bring my joy and passion for working with children
and young people to my practice. I am a partner,
mother, sister, aunt, friend, systemic therapist,
supervisor and now a doctoral student.
Otherness, being with and becoming
I wish to make connections between considerations of
‘otherness’ in our systemic practice contexts,
organisations and the wider world. Through the use of
visual media and in conversation together I hope to
expand the notion of otherness beyond the
anthropocentric to ideas of our ‘othering’ of nature
through globalisation and capitalism. How do we as
systemic practitioners contribute a different experience
in our ‘going on’ together with the families we work
with? How might our ideas and the ideas of Donna
Haraway help us to ‘Make kin’ with the natural world
and create possibilities for ongoingness.
maeve.dwan@study.beds.ac.uk

Maimunah Mosli
I like to think of myself as a polymath only because I
enjoy drumming, drawing, photography and
travelling. I am a clinical supervisor and a Principal
Family Therapist of the PPIS Family Therapy Institute
in Singapore. I make special effort to make
connection because through connection I find
grounded-ness and allow more with-ness with
others. Known as the polar bear of the East, a
Muslim one, I love being with nature as long as it is
within the zero temperature.
maimunah.mosli@study.beds.ac.uk
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Patterned by Patterns
Process is crucial to systemic practice and practitioner. What can open up space to allow us to
situate our practice, our care and our being without boundar-i-sing other forms of knowing,
including the use of indigenous knowing from Singapore. join me in studying how we use our
senses, our sight, our touch, our hearing, our being and presence to shape a way of knowing
that further develop interdependency and generate a language that paves the way for us to
pattern mutual learning through the process of perceiving.

Marilena Karamatsouki
I am a systemic psychotherapist in private practice in
Greece, as well as a doctoral student at the
Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice at the
University of Bedfordshire. My research is about
exploring the relational conversations between client
and therapist, as well as the inner conversations
within the therapist. In my spare time I enjoy playing
with my two cats; they look at me with curiosity as I
am sitting in my laptop writing.
marilena.karamatsouki@study.beds.ac.uk

Our words in the world: an exploration of the relational space between humans and our
environment.
In every relationship a relational space is created between the elements that constitute the
relationship. In a similar way, a relational space is created between humans and the environment,
either natural or technological. One important aspect of my inquiry is how the relationship
between humans and their world enters the therapy room, where both my client and myself
bring into our relational space the outside world: the socio-economical situation that affects each
of us, the building we are in, the noise that comes through the open window, our thoughts and
feelings, even a conversation that took place the previous day. This workshop will offer the
opportunity to explore how we perceive the relational space between humans and the
environment. Through interactive exercises, participants will reflect on how they experience the
relationship between humans and their environment and what role this relationship plays in their
own practice.
Mark Huhnen
I am a social worker, systemic psychotherapist and performance artist. I’m currently working on
my professional doctorate with the working title “How to do things without words” exploring the
use of nonverbal communication in systemic practice. See my recent interview with puppets for
Murmurations: Journal of Transformative Systemic Practice. mark.huhnen@study.beds.ac.uk
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The dramatic qualities and new materialism
If Braidotti (2009) and before her Shaviro (1995) invite us
to explore our inner housefly or cockroach I want to invite
you to explore with me dramatic qualities of not
only animals but also what Braidotti (2009) refers to as
inorganic others. From my studies at a physical theatre
school I remember an exercise of trying to physically
explore the dramatic qualities of a sugar cube dissolving.
So maybe this is less about the inner qualities but the
outer dynamics that communicate. If systemic practice is
all about communication patterns within system that this
might be worth exploring. Can we generate richer or
different descriptions of ourselves and others when we
not only talking in metaphors but actually paly with the
dynamics that the metaphors are built on. What happens
if we take descriptions like “Bob is like a bull in a china
shop.” literally?

Nora Bateson
I am a filmmaker, research designer, writer, educator, and
founding President of the International Bateson Institute
based in Sweden. My work asks the question “How we can
improve our perception of the complexity we live within, so
we may improve our interaction with the world?”. I
directed and produced the award-winning documentary,
An Ecology of Mind, a portrait of her father, Gregory
Bateson. My work brings the fields of biology, cognition,
art, anthropology, psychology, and information technology
together into a study of the patterns in ecology of living
systems. My book, Small Arcs of Larger Circles, is a
revolutionary personal approach to the study of systems
and complexity, and the core text of the Harvard University
LILA program 2017-18. My new book, Warm Data, will be
released in 2020 by Triarchy Press. I coined
“Transcontextual Research” and the corresponding new
form of information I have dubbed: “Warm Data” with a group process created called the ‘Warm
Data Lab’ which has been the public outreach model of this research. Over 100 groups around
the world have participated in Warm Data Labs to assist in developing the ability to perceive
complexity. bateson.institute@gmail.com
Warm Data Lab: What is well-being in a changing world?
In 1979 my father, Gregory Bateson coined the word “transcontextual”. And surely if there is
well-being it is across and through, within and amongst many contexts. Identity, ecology,
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education, politics, culture, gender, religion, science… as well as contexts of: sleep, love,
sexuality, racism, media. And the world is changing fast. I was wondering how I might contribute
to the betterment of anything. But I found that the helping was a bit more complicated, that
helping was easily undermined by accidental interruptions and manipulations. I found that doing
things within complex systems required me to first listen to the landscape, dip deeply into the
interdependency, and then, only then, catch the rhythm. So I backed up. Any movement could
be a portal to consequences, unintended, untended, untenable. But backing up was also a Doing
with consequences. Again I wondered, how shall I participate in the system in a way that is not
harmful? Can I find familiarity in this coming together of systems, in transcontextual ways? To be
well is to know my wellness is my in my microbiome, my family, my community, my town, my
nation, the whole biosphere. These contexts were not parts interacting, oh no. They were alive,
and unmanageable. They are a family. An ocean, a culture, any complex system, like my body,
my love-life, my work, my identity.
The warm data lab is my contribution to the urgency now to play in the contexts, to swish around
with them in the currents of sense making. I come to listen deeply into the surprises, and to
reconfigure the worn paths of memories. And as I open the contextual metaspace there is a gush
of new arrangements, new flavours, new music, and I too am new. New language, new senses,
new possibilities. Beyond any discussion about the complexity, there is the need to be within in.
That is what a Warm Data lab offers.
Friday Workshop: Transcontextuality

Sonya Welch-Moring
My research is situated in a discourse around ancestral
footprints and the search for roots and identity for
those in the African Diaspora who are re-membering
lost traditions and cultural knowledge. I am interested
in how recovery of knowledge supports the
psychological wellbeing of families and communities.
sonya.welch-moring@study.beds.ac.uk
The Ancestral Journey through a Systemic
Constellations Lens
I am inviting participants to come and help me explore
my research ideas using the practice of Systemic
Constellations. Systemic constellations are an
‘embodied visual mapping process’ that you can use to
explore a range of issues including family relationships,
social justice questions or work related organisational
structures. I will use the session to invite participants to
be
human
‘representatives’
for
different
parts/elements of my research. The search for roots,
reflections on the ancestral journey and exploration of
18

indigenous ways of knowing are all themes contained within my doctoral study. Within this
reflexive and relational system, I will facilitate the different parts of my ‘vision quest’ and explore
them in relation to each other. This can be conceived of as a learning circle for ideas, reflections
and questions on the systemic constellations process and the relationship between facilitatorrepresentative-observer. This is emergent work and different faces of the process
(representative positions) will not be chosen until the workshop begins, but are likely to include
some of the following: i) Indigenous research methods; ii) ancestral constellations - my practice
base; iii) self as representative - Sonya Welch-Moring; iv) affordances and constraints; v)
autoethnographic research; vi) Black feminist epistemology.
Wanda Pillow
I am a teacher, mother, scholar and writer. I
have been at the University of Utah in Salt Lake
City, Utah for the past 8 years and helped form
the School for Cultural and Social
Transformation where I teach courses in
Gender Studies. My work centres on questions
of representation in discourse, theory,
research, policy and practice. This interest has
led to theoretical and methodological papers
and taken me to archives, classrooms, and
policy tables. The foundation for my work is
Women of Color feminisms, Queer theory and
scholarship that includes a deep engagement
with colonialism and power. Currently, I am working on how the 1804 Lewis and Clark Expedition
led to and continues to reinforce the US as a white nation-state while also thinking through
renewed ontological relationships between science and humanities and the potential for
reimagined decolonial futures. wanda.pillow@utah.edu
What matter matters?
In this presentation I begin with a question: “What matter matters?” Embedded in this question
are tensions of entanglements and power that ultimately are about “Who matters?” At stake in
these questions are theoretical canons that influence how we think we know and how we put
these knowings into action in everyday relations, policy and law in ways that literally determine
who is Human and who is not, who matters and who does not. I argue that the body of work
identified as new feminist materialism is producing ontological whiteouts that not only limit the
power of theorising with materialities and posthumanisms but also reinforce epistemological
arrogance. Specifically I discuss how Karen Barad’s work has been taken up and suggest that
contrary to quantum theory’s famous double-slit experiment, new feminist materialism has
produced what I term one-slit theorising. I review the limitations of one-slit theorising and offer
a different genealogy of feminist materialisms; one that takes into account colonial power and
moves toward matterings that require reimagined futures.
Friday Workshop: Witnessing and Mattering
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PARTICIPANTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aldo Mauri
Amanda Middleton
Ann Jinks
Bev Meakin
Chiara Santin
Cherrie Ravello
Clare Wenham
David Bishop
Donna Wright
Elaine Grech
Eleana Koumpi
Fajariah Saban
Felicity Moir
Fiona Miller
Francisco Urbistondo Cano
Gail Simon
Ged Smith
Gill Goodwillie
Gwyn Whitfield
Hedvig Westerstrom
Helen Böhme
Ilze Norman
Imelda McCarthy
Ingrid Vlam
Ioulia Balaska
Janine Lees
Jennifer McKinney
Jonas Karlsson
Josianne Cordina
Julia Jude
Justine Van Lawick

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Justin Marsh
Karen Leonard
Karl Wright
Kezia Pugh
Kiri Summers
Lars Ljungman
Lars Vennman
Leah Salter
Liz Day
Lorenzo Pillow
Lorna Edwards
Maeve Dwan
Maimunah Mosli
Marilena Karamatsouki
Mark Huhnen
Mattias Gullberg
Monica Mollerstrand
Natasha Vaskoudi
Naz Nizami
Nora Bateson
Paula Kennedy
Robert van Hennik
Rukiya Jemmott
Sonya Welch Moring
Teo Keller
Ulla Hansson
Ulla Westling Missios
Wanda Pillow
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WHERE ARE WE?
We are in the Lake District in the north west of England, in the largest and first national park.
Brathay Hall is at the top of Lake Windermere.
You can walk down through the grounds to the edge of the lake.
The nearest town is Ambleside, a 15 minute walk away. Take a torch when walking at night and
wear bright clothing.
Nearest train station: Windermere.

WHAT IS THERE TO DO LOCALLY?
Climb Loughrigg Fell, only 335 metres, for great views.
Take a boat trip on Lake Windermere from Waterhead Pier, Ambleside.
Visit Wordsworth’s Dove Cottage in Grasmere.
Visit the Armitt Museum in Ambleside.
Browse Ambleside’s Outdoor Clothing shops.
Check out the remains of Galava, the Roman Fort.
Visit Chesters café and gift shop in nearby Skelwith Bridge for great coffee and cakes.

HINTS AND TIPS
If you want to walk in the hills
-

Tell someone where you are going and when you expect to be back
Wear adequate clothing and footwear
Take a proper map and your reading glasses and a torch
Take some food and drink
Take a charged mobile phone
Check the weather forecast before you go. Fog can come quickly in the hills.
Don’t go on if the weather looks bad.
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2nd Autism and Systemic Practice Conference
Friday 5th July 2019, 09.00 – 17.00
P206, Postgraduate Centre, University of Bedfordshire, LUTON

A critical systemic approach to autism
Discussions about autism are in flux. Some professionals want to settle on a single story very
quickly. Others open to debate and risk being seen as disloyal to any one discourse or narrative
and the professional practice that arises out of our ideologies. Some are working to identify
cause and cure and, in effect, to secure the systematic eradication of an entire population
group. Others are trying to define an autistic mindset and develop fixed ways of working to
help "the" autistic person and their families. People with autism have been speaking out.
There is the neurodiversity movement pointing to the need for society to adjust - not simply
people with autism. Others ask if autism exists at all suggesting that the diagnostic practice of
autism is the real epidemic, not autism and that autism is becoming a mega business.
So where do we or where should we stand with these theories? Do systemic practitioners even
have theories for helping people and their social systems? Are we even asked to offer a service
by our medical colleagues? Where is expertise located and how does narratives of knowledge
"about" autism impact on systemic practice?
There is no way we can discuss systemic practice and autism without it being a political issue.
We welcome presentations, workshops and performances by systemic practitioners from all
areas of systemic work. We especially welcome participation by systemic practitioners and
participants whose lives are impacted by autism one way or another.

Book your place at www.systemicautism.eventbrite.co.uk
£65 including lunch. Free to presenters and others for whom a fee is prohibitive.
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Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice
Innovative research and scholarship at the University of Bedfordshire
Are you working in the professions of Leadership, Organisation Development, Education and
Training, Therapy, Social Work, Health, Community Development, Coaching
Are you using ideas and values from Systemic Co-constructionist Practice, Collaborative Inquiry,
Dialogical Practice, Narrative Reconstruction, Appreciative Inquiry, Open Dialogue
If yes, the Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice may be your route to
•
•
•

achieve the highest academic and professional qualification available
explore an area of relationally reflexive practice
produce a creative and exceptional contribution which is both practical and useful to others

What is special about this course?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Professional Doctorate is a PhD equivalent for advanced practitioners
It has a reputation for systemic innovation and academic excellence
There are meetings five times a year with fellow participants
Research is inspired by systemic irreverence & relational ethics, imagination & rigour
Reflexivity is a red thread throughout your practice, inquiry and methodology
You will be a member of a relationally reflexive practitioner research school
You participate in the Bedfordshire International Systemic Summer School
We offer an inspiring course team with national and international presenters
It has grown out of the School of KCC, originally designed by Peter Lang and John Shotter.

Next intake: September 2019
Location:

Post-Graduate Centre, Luton

Enquiries:

Dr Gail Simon, Programme Leader, gail.simon@beds.ac.uk

www.beds.ac.uk/pdsp
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Bedfordshire International Systemic Spring School
Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice
Institute of Applied Social Research
University of Bedfordshire
www.beds.ac.uk/pdsp
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